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Welcome to our newsletter! In this edition, Kalleid focuses on critical
areas for improvement for modern organizations. Our aim is to
provide you with actionable insights to optimize performance and
ensure compliance both inside and outside of the laboratory. 
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A Modern Framework for Integrated Laboratory
Management (LIM)

Are you looking to increase laboratory performance and equipment
utilization while reducing repair costs and interruptions of services?
This white paper provides a comprehensive framework for optimizing
laboratory operations through integrated instrument management.
From preparation to retirement, Kalleid's LIM framework offers key
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recommendations for streamlining processes, improving efficiency,
and ensuring compliance with regulatory requirements.

Featured Blogs

Creating Product
Roadmaps for Your
Software Portfolio

In the wake of rapid digital
transformation triggered by
COVID-19, is your enterprise
struggling to sustain a long-term
vision while reaping the desired
outcomes? Dive into our latest
blog post where we unravel the
importance of a robust product
roadmap, how to create one, and
the tangible benefits it brings to
your organization. Learn from
Kalleid's distinct expertise at key
points of the SDLC.

The Importance of
Data Integrity in a
Pharmaceutical R&D
Environment

Unveil the challenges of
maintaining data integrity
amidst immense volumes of
data, outdated systems, and
evolving guidelines, as we delve
into the FDA’s ALCOA+
principles, discuss data integrity
during research and clinical
studies, and reveal best
practices for bolstering your
lab's data integrity. Kalleid
preserves data integrity during
the data migration process.
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Customer Training Program for an R&D Data
Cloud Company

A major software company that helps many of the top global
pharmaceutical and life sciences companies unlock siloed R&D with a
cutting edge, cloud-based platform wanted to transform their
customer experience to promote increased customer retention,
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expansion of use, and differentiation from other tech firms. Kalleid
provided tailored training to help achieve their goals.

Who We Are
Kalleid, Inc. is a boutique laboratory IT consulting firm that has
served the scientific community since 2014. We work across the value
chain in R&D, clinical and quality areas to deliver support services for
software implementations in highly complex, multi-site organizations.
If you would like to learn more about Kalleid and the services we offer,
please visit Kalleid.com or contact us today. 
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